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Abstract: With the progressive development of new energy technologies, high-power lithium batteries
have been widely used in ship power systems due to their high-power density and low environmental
pollution, and they have gradually become one of their main propulsion energy sources. However,
the large-scale deployment of lithium batteries has also brought a series of safety problems to ship
operations, especially the battery internal short circuit (ISC). Battery ISC faults are very hidden and
unpredictable at the initial stage and often fail to be detected in time, ultimately leading to overheating,
fire or even an explosion of the ship’s power system. Based on this, this paper proposes a fast and
accurate method for early-stage ISC fault location and detection of lithium batteries. Initially, voltage
variations across the lithium battery packs are quantified using curvilinear Manhattan distances to
pinpoint faulty battery units. Subsequently, the localized characteristics of voltage variance among
adjacent batteries are leveraged to detect an early-stage ISC fault. Simulation results indicate that the
proposed method can quickly and accurately locate the position of 5 Ω, 10 Ω and 15 Ω ISC faulty
batteries within the battery pack, as well as detect the abnormal batteries in a timely manner with
considerable sensitivity and reliability.

Keywords: lithium batteries; battery-powered ship; internal short circuit (ISC); fault location and
detection; voltage variance

1. Introduction

With increased environmental awareness and tightened international emission stan-
dards in recent years, the shipping industry has placed increasing emphasis on energy
efficiency and carbon emission control. According to Marpol Annex VI, the standards for
emissions of exhaust gases such as sulfur oxides (SOX) and nitrogen oxides (NOX) from
ships during navigation have become more rigorous [1]. In response to this imperative, elec-
tric ship power propulsion systems have emerged as a compelling solution for the maritime
sector, fostering intelligence and environmental responsibility. With electric ship systems,
batteries and other electric components assume direct control over energy transmission
and power propulsion operations [2,3]. This transformative approach yields substantial
reductions in both fossil fuel consumption and carbon emissions, thereby offering vital
support for the sustainable evolution of ship transportation in the years ahead.

As a pivotal constituent of electric ship propulsion systems, lithium batteries are
esteemed for their high energy density, prolonged cycle life, and minimal self-discharge
rates [4,5]. In practical engineering, lithium batteries are often combined in series or parallel
to provide power requirements for the propulsion system of ships. However, the harsh and
complex operating environment at the ocean makes these battery components susceptible to
mechanical, electrical, and thermal stresses, which can lead to battery degradation, failure,
and faults [6]. Thus, the precise and effective detection of incipient faults within ship
lithium battery packs, and the mitigation of potential power failures and safety incidents,
have emerged as paramount concerns for optimizing and enhancing the reliability of ship
electric propulsion systems.
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A lithium battery failure or fault is usually triggered by changes in its internal structure
or materials, and it can be broadly categorized into a progressive or sudden type [7].
Firstly, the progressive failure or fault of lithium batteries is manifested by the gradual
decrease in battery capacity and power over time, which is characterized by battery aging,
charge/discharge cycling, loss of active material, and increase in internal resistance. The
sudden failure or fault of lithium batteries, on the other hand, is triggered by events such
as its internal short circuit (ISC), thermal runaway, and capacity drop and can lead to
a significant degradation of the battery performance in a short period of time [8,9]. At
the same time, the occurrence of an ISC in lithium batteries generates ultra-high currents,
leading to a rapid increase in the battery temperature, as well as fire and explosions [10].

To ensure the safety and reliability of ships during navigation, experts and scholars
have conducted extensive research on fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods for
lithium battery ISCs. Presently, FDD methods for lithium battery ISC faults can be broadly
classified into three categories: threshold-based methods [11], model-based methods [12],
and data-driven methods [13]. Threshold-based methods diagnose battery ISC faults by
establishing a voltage threshold. This approach is characterized by its simplicity, ease of
implementation, and computational efficiency, rendering it widely employed in battery
management systems (BMS). However, the effectiveness of threshold-based diagnosis is
heavily reliant on the precise setting of the threshold [14–16]. If the threshold is set too low,
there is an increased risk of normal voltage triggering false alarms, thereby elevating the
false alarm rate for system faults [17]. Conversely, if the threshold is set too high, abnormal
voltages may fail to surpass the threshold, resulting in reduced detection sensitivity for the
diagnostic method.

The model-based approach for diagnosing ISC faults in Li-ion batteries entails achiev-
ing FDD through the establishment of an accurate mathematical model of the battery [18],
followed by a comparison of actual measured battery state parameters with those pre-
dicted by the model. Various mathematical models have been employed for this purpose,
including electrochemical models [19], equivalent circuit models [20], thermal models [21],
and multiphysics-field coupling models [22]. Dey et al. [23] developed a one-dimensional
thermal model to describe the dynamic changes in surface and core temperatures of lithium
batteries, enabling a detailed examination of temperature distribution in the radial direction
of column batteries. Feng et al. [24] established an electrochemical–thermal coupled model
of batteries by analyzing the evolutionary characteristics of battery ISC faults, effectively
bridging the gap between ISC fault detection and their evolutionary characteristics. Ad-
ditionally, Gao et al. [25] aiming to quantitatively analyze initial ISC, utilized a battery
difference model to estimate the difference of state of charge (SOC) within the battery
pack through extended Kalman filtering (KF). Subsequently, recursive least squares (RLS)
were employed to derive the short circuit resistance value, and while the model-based
ISC fault diagnosis method yields commendable diagnostic outcomes, it is susceptible to
parameter uncertainty and battery cell inconsistencies during the diagnostic process [26,27].
Maintaining robustness to perturbations and sensitivity to faults concurrently presents
a challenge.

With the continuous development of mobile internet and smart sensor technology,
data-driven FDD methods for lithium batteries have gained wide attention. Unlike model-
based methods, data-driven battery FDD methods do not rely on an accurate battery
model, while FDD is performed by real-time data such as voltage, current, and temper-
ature generated during battery operation. Commonly employed data-driven diagnos-
tic techniques encompass entropy analysis (EA) [28], statistical analysis (SA) [29], and
machine learning (ML) [30]. Xia et al. [31] introduced a fault detection method for lithium
batteries based on the voltage profile correlation coefficient. This method utilizes a recur-
sive moving window to compute the voltage correlation coefficient, thereby enhancing
fault detection sensitivity. Wang et al. [32] proposed an ICA-PCA diagnostic model for
the rapid and accurate diagnosis of ISC and sensor faults in Li-ion battery systems. This
model, based on independent component analysis (ICA) and principal component analysis
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(PCA), enables efficient fault diagnosis. Furthermore, Xie et al. [33] investigated the thermal
effects of battery ISC and established a pseudo-distributed model structure based on a
limit learning machine. They employed a multi-class correlation vector machine to detect
the intensity of the ISC fault. Experimental results conducted on 18650 Li-ion batteries
demonstrate the efficacy of this FDD method, achieving an ISC fault recognition rate with a
state misclassification rate as low as 3.13%.

Motivated by the literature [31,32,34], this paper proposes a method for ISC fault
localization and detection of lithium batteries based on curvilinear Manhattan distance and
voltage variance analysis. Different from the FDD methods proposed in the studies [25,30],
the proposed method in this paper is accurate and efficient, which can realize the online
monitoring and localization of lithium battery ISC faults, and thus, it is more in line with
practical industrial application scenarios. Specifically, the curvilinear Manhattan distance
between the cell voltages of a lithium battery pack is calculated to rapidly and accurately
locate the position of the faulty cell. Meanwhile, the exact location and occurrence time of
the fault are detected in a timely manner by the localized voltage variance difference in the
battery with a sliding window, which in turn feeds back the detection results to the ship
operators and guides the repairers to make repairs. Finally, the efficacy and applicability of
the proposed method are validated on an established experimental platform.

The structure of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, a thorough elucidation
is provided regarding the evolutionary mechanisms of ISC faults, along with detailed
insights into the experimental platforms utilized and the modes of fault injection. Section 3
delineates the proposed ISC detection method, outlining its specific diagnostic steps and
operational procedures. Subsequently, Section 4 undertakes simulation verification utilizing
the constructed experimental platform, followed by a meticulous analysis and discussion
of the experimental findings. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and suggests the next
steps in the research.

2. ISC Fault Experimental Platform and Injection Method
2.1. ISC Fault Triggering Mechanism

The ISC faults of lithium battery packs include safety risks such as battery internal
circuit anomalies, elevated temperatures, and potential thermal runaway (TR) incidents,
which occur during the complex charging and discharging operations of lithium batter-
ies. Figure 1 illustrates the triggering modes of lithium battery ISC failure. Based on
the diaphragm failure mechanism and various abuse conditions, ISC faults in lithium
battery packs can be classified into three primary types: (1) mechanical abuse-induced
ISC; (2) electrical abuse-induced ISC; and (3) thermal abuse-induced ISC. ISC resulting
from mechanical or thermal abuse tends to rapidly generate significant heat, often leading
directly to thermal runaway [35]. Conversely, ISC triggered by electrical abuse typically
generates less heat that is insufficient to provoke thermal runaway. This discrepancy arises
from the propensity of mechanical and thermal abuse-induced ISC to generate substantial
heat, thus precipitating the onset of thermal runaway, whereas electrical abuse-induced
ISC generally lacks the magnitude of heat required to trigger TR.

Furthermore, the evolution of lithium battery ISC failure can be delineated into three
distinct stages. In the initial stage, the single cell experiencing ISC failure exhibits self-
extinguishing characteristics, characterized by slow self-discharge and minimal heat gener-
ation. Subsequently, in the second stage, the ISC characteristics become more pronounced,
with a rapid drop in battery voltage and a significant rise in temperature. Finally, in the
third stage, the battery pack experiences a widespread short circuit, resulting in instanta-
neous generation of substantial heat, ultimately culminating in battery thermal runaway.
This phase is of exceedingly brief duration and cannot be halted. Given the potential for
significant damage to the system of ships, timely and effective detection and isolation of
ISC failures in lithium-powered vessels are imperative to avert adverse.
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Figure 1. Lithium battery ISC fault trigger mode.

2.2. ISC Fault Experiment Platform

The acquisition of reliable and realistic experimental data stands as paramount for
the accurate detection of faults by data-driven methods. For this reason, we have built an
experimental platform to simulate ISC faults in battery packs. Figure 2 shows the built
experimental platform for lithium battery ISC faults. The platform includes a voltage
collection unit (VCU) based on the special chip LTC6811, a field control unit (FCU) based
on a relay and a main control board, a central control program (CCP) based on LabView, a
battery charging and discharging device, and six single lithium batteries.

Figure 2. ISC fault experiment platform.

The functions of the various parts for the platform illustrated in Figure 2 are as follows:
the VCU is responsible for synchronizing the voltage measurement of each battery; the FCU
manages the charging and discharging states of the batteries by controlling the sequential
switching of the controllable DC power supply; the CCP is responsible for the global
coordinated control, and the charging and discharging devices carry out the charging and
discharging operations of the battery packs according to the given profiles. In addition,
the serial peripheral interface (SPI) protocol and RS-232 bus are used for data acquisition
and command communication among devices, respectively. In the experiment, a series-
connected battery pack consisting of six Li-ion ternary batteries was inserted into the
experimental platform, and the profile of the charging and discharging device was set to
Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS). The sampling frequency of the data acquisition
board was set to 100 Hz. The specifications of the experimental lithium batteries are detailed
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Experimental battery specifications.

Battery Type Ternary Lithium Battery

Rated voltage 3.8 V
Rated capacity 3.0 A·h
Discharge cut-off voltage 2.75 V
Max charging current 3.0 A
Max discharge current 3.0 A

2.3. ISC Fault Injection Method

Unlike external short circuit (ESC) faults, which are obviously characterized by faults,
battery ISC faults are initially very hidden and often difficult to detect. Moreover, battery
ISC can quickly cause a large amount of heat to be generated inside the battery, which can
lead to a fire or explosion, while ESC is less harmful because it occurs outside the battery
and does not directly affect the battery interior. Therefore, industry and academia have
paid more attention to the ISC fault diagnosis of batteries.

Currently, researchers have designed a variety of ISC fault triggering mechanisms
under laboratory conditions. For example, the study [36] induces ISC faults by overcharging
and overdischarging the battery cells to cause damage. This approach is feasible but less
controllable. The study [37] triggers ISC with different failure strengths by connecting
resistors with different resistance values in parallel at both ends of the battery cell, which
is considered that the ISC failure of the battery is manifested as the change in equivalent
internal resistance in the electrical behavior, and therefore, the ISC with different failure
levels can be simulated by changing the magnitude of the equivalent resistance through
the external parallel resistance. This method is simple to trigger, and it has very good
controllability. This method is simple and very controllable.

In this paper, different intensities of ISC faults are triggered by connecting resistors in
parallel at both ends of the battery. Assuming the original equivalent internal resistance
(EIR) of the cell is R0, and the value of the external parallel resistance is Risc, then the EIR
of the battery after the parallel resistance changes as follows [37]:

∆R = Ro

(
1 − Risc

Ro + Risc

)
(1)

where R0 is the EIR of the battery during normal operation; and Risc is the value of the
battery parallel resistance. The larger the value of the parallel resistance, the smaller the
ISC fault triggered, and vice versa.

Figure 3 depicts the first-order equivalent circuit model of the battery under both
normal operating conditions and ISC faults. Figure 4 illustrates the ISC fault injection
method. To facilitate the control of ISC fault injection and removal, relay contacts (K1,
K2, K3) are utilized to control the access or disconnection of the external parallel resistor.
Building upon these ISC fault injection methods, three distinct ISC fault scenarios have
been designed for testing purposes [38].

Figure 3. Lithium battery first-order equivalent circuit model.
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Figure 4. ISC fault injection method.

• Case 1: At the 1816-th sampling moment, close contact K1 and insert a 5 Ω resistances
in parallel across battery 2 to induce a high-intensity ISC fault;

• Case 2: At the 3285-th sampling moment, close contact K2 and insert a 10 Ω resistances
in parallel across battery 3 to induce a medium-intensity ISC fault;

• Case 3: At the 3706-th sampling moment, close contact K3 and connect a 15 Ω resis-
tances in parallel with both ends of battery 4 to induce a weak-intensity ISC fault.

3. ISC Fault Detection and Diagnosis Process
3.1. ISC Fault Location Based on Curvilinear Manhattan Distance

The curvilinear Manhattan distance is a metric that measures the differences between
two series. Similar to the traditional Manhattan distance, the curvilinear Manhattan dis-
tance is defined as the shortest curvilinear path on the grid structure that moves horizontally
and vertically. The larger the curved path, the greater the difference between the sample
data and the lower the similarity, i.e., there may be outliers. Conversely, the smaller the
curved path, the higher the similarity between the sample data points. The Manhattan
distance between two locations in two-dimensional space can be expressed by the following
mathematical formula:

dm =| xi − xj | + | yi − yj | (2)

where dm denotes the Manhattan distance between the (xi, yi), and the
(

xj, yj
)
.

The Euclidean distance is another commonly used metric for measuring differences
between series, which evaluates differences between data samples by calculating the
straight-line distance between two positions. This method is known for its simplicity in
calculation, ease of comprehension, and resilience to noise. However, it is more susceptible
to the influence of outliers and less robust in nature. In contrast, the Manhattan distance
primarily focuses on the disparity between two positions relative to the coordinate axes,
rather than considering the absolute distance between them [34]. This approach prevents
compression and distortion of the original distance, thereby offering a better reflection of
the true disparity between the positions. Figure 5 illustrates schematic diagrams of the
Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance. The blue line A and orange line C depict
equivalent Manhattan distances, while the pink line B represents the Euclidean distance.

To quantify the distance between multiple locations in a two-dimensional space, this
paper introduces an modified method to the Manhattan distance termed the curvilinear
Manhattan distance. This improvement involves calculating the sum of the relative offsets
between two curves of the same length to quantify the Manhattan distance between them.
For two curves, C1 and C2, each of length n, their curvilinear Manhattan distance can be
computed using the following equation.

dc =
∣∣x1 − x′1

∣∣+ ∣∣y1 − y′1
∣∣+ · · ·+

∣∣xn − x′n
∣∣+ ∣∣yn − y′n

∣∣ (3)

where (xn, yn) and (x′n, y′n) denote the nth sample point of curve C1 and curve C2, respec-
tively; dc denotes the curvilinear Manhattan distance between curve C1 and curve C2.
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Figure 5. The schematic diagrams of the Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance. The blue line
A and orange line C depict equivalent Manhattan distances, while the pink line B represents the
Euclidean distance.

For a lithium battery pack system, the voltage matrix is as follows.

Vm =


ν1,1 ν1,2 . . . ν1,m
ν2,1 ν2,2 . . . ν2,m

...
...

...
...

νn,1 νn,2 . . . νn,m

 (4)

where Vm = [v1,m, v2,m, · · · vn,m]T denotes the voltage profile of the mth lithium battery;
Vn,m denotes the nth sampling voltage of the mth lithium battery; n denotes the number of
samples; and m denotes the number of single cells in the lithium battery pack.

Based on the voltage profile data of each cell, the curvilinear Manhattan distance
between each cell in the lithium battery pack is computed. Specifically, the Manhattan
distance between cell i and cell j can be calculated using the following formula:

di,j =
∣∣v1,i − v1,j

∣∣+ ∣∣v2,i − v2,j
∣∣+ · · ·+

∣∣vn,i − vn,j
∣∣ (5)

Building the curvilinear Manhattan matrix Dm of the lithium battery pack based on
the Manhattan distances di,j between all cells, Dm [34] is shown below:

Dm =


d1,1 d1,2 . . . d1,m
d2,1 d2,2 . . . d2,m

...
...

...
...

dm,1 dm,2 . . . dm,m

 (6)

To mitigate inconsistencies in the voltage amplitudes of different cells, the curvilinear
Manhattan distance matrix is normalized:

d̃i,j =
di,j − dmin

dmax − dmin
(7)

where dmax = max{d1,1, d1,2, · · · di,j}; dmin = min{d1,1, d1,2, · · · di,j}; and d̃i,j denotes the
normalized curvilinear Manhattan distance between cell i and cell j.

In a normally operating lithium battery pack system, the voltage curves of each cell
exhibit a similar trend, as depicted in Figure 6a. However, due to various factors such as
production processes, external environmental conditions, and usage patterns, ISC faults
may arise during the operation of lithium-powered ships. Figure 6b illustrates the voltage
curve of each battery under 5 Ω ISC fault. It is evident that the battery with an ISC fault
experiences a sudden voltage drop, leading to desynchronization among the battery pack
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voltages. Furthermore, upon calculating the curvilinear Manhattan distance of the battery
pack under normal operation and ISC fault conditions, we observe that the values of each
lithium battery fall within a smaller range under normal operation, while they fall within a
larger range under ISC fault conditions. Hence, in this paper, we quantify the Manhattan
distance of the curves between the voltages of each cell in the lithium battery pack to
accurately and sensitively detect and locate the ISC cell position.

(a) Normal operation. (b) 5 Ω ISC fault

Figure 6. Battery pack voltage curve.

3.2. ISC Fault Detection Based on Voltage Variance Analysis

Variance serves as a pivotal statistical metric employed to quantify the extent of
dispersion within a dataset or random variable. Within the realm of probability theory,
variance elucidates the degree of deviation between a random variable and its anticipated
value. In statistical parlance, variance is delineated as the mean of the squared deviations
between individual sample values and their respective mean. The formula for the variance
of the ith battery voltage series as follows:

Vari =
1

n − 1

n

∑
t=1

(Vi,t − Vi)
2 (8)

where Vi,t denotes the voltage of the ith battery at moment t; Vi is the mean of Vi,t; and Vari
is the ith battery variance.

According to Equation (8), the voltage amplitude change exhibited by each battery
within the battery pack ought to remain within a narrow range under standard operating
conditions. During such periods, the majority of voltage series values closely approximate
the mean, resulting in minimal variance within the series. However, if the battery pack
suffers an ISC, the voltage of the affected cells will drop suddenly, which will change the
distribution of the voltage series and lead to an increase in the variance. Based on this, the
current proposal is to diagnose the battery ISC fault by analyzing the variance variation
between cells. Figure 7 demonstrates the variance variation in the voltage of the battery in
the normal operation state and in the ISC operation state.

Figure 7. Variation of cell voltage variance.
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Detecting battery ISC faults solely through the computational outcomes of Equation (8)
presents certain inherent challenges. Primarily, the initial synchronization of voltage data
collected with the VCU tends to mask variance fluctuations caused by ISC faults. In
addition, prolonged data sampling may overload the on-board microcontroller unit (MCU)
storage, resulting in the increased computation of the Vari, thereby enabling us to monitor
the lithium battery status in real time. Addressing these issues, Qin et al. [39] introduced a
novel approach rooted in sliding window-based variance calculation methodology. This
innovative technique circumvents the aforementioned limitations by segmenting variance
alterations attributed to faults from the overarching variance through the implementation
of a fixed-length sliding window w. This method ensures precise and expeditious diagnosis
of battery ISC faults, facilitating prompt alert notifications to operators. The formula
governing the sliding window-based localized variance calculation is as follows [39]:

Vari,p =
1
w

p

∑
t=p−w

(Vi,p − Vi,p)
2 (9)

where w denotes the sliding window width; Vi,p denotes the mean value of cell i in the pth
sliding window; and Vari,p denotes the local variance in the pth sliding window. Note that
the sampling time is p > w.

During battery voltage measurements, the voltage amplitude is particularly suscepti-
ble to external noise and disturbance. Detecting faults within environments characterized
by elevated noise levels poses a significant challenge, as methodologies reliant on local
variance differences in battery voltage may erroneously interpret such noise as indicative of
faults, consequently triggering false alarms within the system. In response to this inherent
challenge, this paper proposes an ISC fault detection method based on the local variance
difference of battery voltage. Drawing from the preceding variance analysis, it is observed
that during the ISC event within a battery, the voltage of the affected battery experiences a
precipitous decline, thereby yielding an increase in variance. Conversely, the variance in
unaffected battery voltages remains relatively stable within a defined range. Figure 8 illus-
trates the variance difference values between battery 3 and its adjacent batteries. Leveraging
this observation, ISC fault detection accuracy is proposed to be improved by calculating
the local variance difference value between neighboring cell voltages. The mathematical
formulation encapsulating the variance difference between neighboring battery voltages is
articulated as follows.

di f fi,j,p =
∣∣Vari,p − Varj,p

∣∣ (10)

di f fi,j = [di f fi,j,1, di f fi,j,2, · · · di f fi,j,k] (11)

where di f fi,j,p denotes the variance difference between the ith cell and the jth cell in the
pth sliding window; di f fi,j denotes the series consisting of the variance difference between
cell i and cell j, and k denotes the length of the current difference series.

Figure 8. Variance difference values between cell 3 and its neighboring cells.
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3.3. ISC Fault Localization and Diagnosis Framework

The ISC fault location and detection process delineated in this paper is elucidated
in Figure 9. The precise steps comprising the proposed ISC fault location and detection
method are expounded below:

Step 1: Voltage data for each cell in a lithium battery pack are collected via the
established battery experimental platform, and data cleaning is performed.

Step 2: Computation of the curvilinear Manhattan distance between each cell, subse-
quently subjecting the calculated distances to normalization.

Step 3: Construction and comprehensive analysis of the Manhattan matrix pertaining
to the Li-ion battery pack, aimed at identifying potential ISC-faulty cell locations.

Step 4: Calculation of the local variance pertaining to the voltages of the potential
ISC-faulty battery and its neighboring batteries, based on the localization outcomes derived
from Step 3. Subsequent analysis involves evaluating the variance disparity between the
two batteries utilizing Equation (9).

Step 5: Evaluation of whether the calculated variance difference di f fi,i+1,p exceeds the
predetermined threshold ϕ1. If di f fi,i+1,p > ϕ1, then battery i is considered to have an ISC
failure at time period p. If di f fi,1+1,p < ϕ1, then battery i is considered not to have an ISC
failure at time period p.

Figure 9. ISC fault location and detection process.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

To realistically replicate the manifestation of ISC faults in lithium battery-powered ship
battery packs, we meticulously simulate three distinct intensities of ISC faults, as delineated
in the experimental configuration expounded upon in Section 2. The voltage exhibited by
each battery amidst the three ISC faults is graphically illustrated in Figure 10. Evidently
depicted in Figure 10, the battery pack demonstrates robust uniformity, manifesting anal-
ogous real-time voltage amplitudes across each cell during normal operation. However,
upon introduction of an ISC fault into the battery pack, a discernible plummet in voltage is
observed in the affected cell, disrupting the harmonious synchronization among the cells.
Following the introduction of varying levels of ISC faults, the voltage of short-circuited cells
experiences an abrupt decline. Therefore, the methods of curvilinear Manhattan distance
analysis and voltage variance analysis is introduced to accurately locate and identify the
battery ISC faults.
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(a) 5 Ω ISC failure (b) 10 Ω ISC failure

(c) 15 Ω ISC failure

Figure 10. Battery pack voltage curves under different intensities of ISC faults.

4.1. ISC Fault Detection Based on Manhattan Distance

Taking into account the voltage fluctuations across diverse ISC fault scenarios, the
computed outcomes of the Manhattan distance were standardized to uniformly assess
battery malfunction across varying degrees of ISC faults. The inter-cell Manhattan distances
across distinct ISC fault injection instances are delineated in Figure 11. It is pertinent to
highlight that the shading of cell colors corresponds to the magnitude of the Manhattan
distance between them: cells exhibiting a greater Manhattan distance are depicted with
darker hues, while those with lesser distances are depicted with lighter shades. Further-
more, as the Manhattan distance between a cell and itself inherently equals 0, the cell is
rendered in white.

It is widely recognized that during the initial phases of operation in lithium battery-
powered vessels, the cells within the battery pack exhibit optimal health. Nevertheless, as
the service lifespan of lithium batteries progresses, individual cells may encounter varying
degrees of ISC failures. Consequently, during the nascent stages of ISC failure, the vast
majority of cells within the battery pack remain unaffected. This discernible phenomenon
is elucidated in Figure 11a, where cell 2 distinctly exhibits a substantial Manhattan distance
from the other batteries, while the remaining batteries maintain a close proximity to each
other, with Manhattan distances ranging between [0, 0.25]. This observation facilitates the
localization of the ISC failure within cell 2, thereby affirming the normalcy of the other
batteries. Similarly, in Figure 11b,c, despite the attenuation in the severity of injected
ISC faults, conspicuous deviations in Manhattan distances are still discernible for cell 3
and cell 4, markedly exceeding the Manhattan distances observed between the remaining
batteries. Consequently, this enables the unequivocal identification of cell 3 and cell 4 as
the defective cells. Hence, through the meticulous quantification of Manhattan distances
between batteries, this paper engenders an accurate and dependable method for promptly
discerning the occurrence of early ISC failures within battery packs.

4.2. ISC Fault Detection Based on Voltage Variance Analysis

To reduce the risk of false alarms and to improve the accuracy of ISC fault detection,
voltage variance analysis is performed on the collected voltage data to determine when an
ISC fault occurs. In this context, a moving window w of local variance is set to 30, alongside
the threshold ϕ1 = 1.50 × 10−4, derived from multiple experimental trials. Figure 12a
illustrates the temporal evolution of the local variance disparity between cell 2 and cell 3
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for the 5 Ω ISC fault scenario. From the depicted graph, it is discernible that at the 1816-th
sampling instance, the differential value experiences a dramatic surge, surpassing the
predefined threshold ϕ1 abruptly. This notable deviation signifies that, at this juncture,
the introduction of the ISC fault disrupts the coherence between the batteries, resulting
in an alteration in the variance distribution between battery 2 and battery 3, thereby
culminating in a sudden escalation of the differential value. Consequently, predicated
upon the aforementioned analysis, the occurrence of ISC in either battery 2 or battery 3
can be reliably detected. Furthermore, in conjunction with the localization findings from
the Manhattan curve, it is conclusively determined that battery 2 malfunctions around
the 1816th sampling moment.

(a) 5 Ω ISC failure (b) 10 Ω ISC failure

(c) 15 Ω ISC failure

Figure 11. Curvilinear Manhattan distances between cells for different intensities of ISC failures.

The second instance where the threshold is surpassed in Figure 12a can be attributed
to the cessation of the 5 Ω ISC fault injection during the experiment. During the 5 Ω ISC
fault experiments, the disconnection of the relay K1 stops the fault injection, prompting the
battery voltage to return to normal. As a result, the distribution of the voltage data changes
accordingly. In addition, the detection results shown in Figure 12b,c indicate that the proposed
method is able to accurately identify the early-stage ISC faults in lithium battery packs.

In the context of ISC fault detection relying on local variance difference analysis, the
selection of the moving window poses a pertinent issue warranting investigation. Hence,
this paper explores the impact of values within the range of [0, 50] at intervals of 10 on the
detection outcomes. Figure 13 presents the detection results of 5 Ω ISC faults under varying
moving windows. It is evident from Figure 13a that false alarms manifest around the 1720th
sampling instances. This occurrence can be attributed to the excessively small w value,
which permits variance changes induced by external noise to be erroneously recognized as
ISC faults, thereby compromising the sensitivity of the detection algorithm. Furthermore,
Figure 13b–d illustrate that as the value escalates, the impact of noise-induced variance
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changes gradually diminishes, thereby mitigating false alarms. However, the incremental
augmentation of the w value also engenders an increase in computational complexity.
Consequently, the detection process necessitates the judicious selection of a suitable sliding
window to balance detection sensitivity and computational complexity effectively.

(a) 5 Ω ISC failure (b) 10 Ω ISC failure

(c) 15 Ω ISC failure

Figure 12. Detection results of localized variance difference methods under different intensities of
ISC faults.

(a) w=10 (b) w=20

(c) w=40 (d) w=50

Figure 13. The 5 Ω ISC fault detection results under different sliding windows w.
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4.3. Compared to Other Detection Methods

To delve deeper into the efficacy of the proposed method, the comparative analysis
is conducted against established methodologies, namely the correlation coefficient (CC),
relative entropy (RE), and principal component analysis (PCA). The detection results
obtained from the CC method are depicted in Figure 14, while those from the RE method
are illustrated in Figure 15. Additionally, the detection results derived from the PCA
method are showcased in Figure 16. Subsequently, the results of the proposed method and
the detection with CC, RE and PCA methods are discussed and analyzed.

(a) 5 Ω ISC failure (b) 10 Ω ISC failure (c) 15 Ω ISC Failure

Figure 14. Experimental results of the CC method under different intensities of ISC faults.

As depicted in Figure 14, the CC method demonstrates effectiveness in detecting
high-intensity ISC faults, yet it exhibits delays and failures in identifying minor ISC faults.
This limitation is due to the fact that the voltage changes that occur with minor ISC are
extremely small and there is still a robust correlation between the faulty and normal cell
voltages, which ultimately hinders the effectiveness of the CC-based detection method.

(a) 5 Ω ISC failure (b) 10 Ω ISC failure (c) 15 Ω ISC failure

Figure 15. Experimental results of the RE method under different intensities of ISC faults.

(a) 5 Ω ISC failure (b) 10 Ω ISC failure (c) 15 Ω ISC failure

Figure 16. Experimental results of the PCA method under different intensities of ISC faults.

On the other hand, the relative entropy (RE) method, as inferred from its calculation
results, proves adept at detecting ISC faults of varying intensities. However, unlike the
approach outlined in this paper, the RE method solely determines the location of the faulty
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battery based on the relative entropy between different batteries, without discerning the
time of fault occurrence. Examining the results derived from the T2 and squared prediction
error (SPE) statistics in Figure 16, it is apparent that the principal component analysis (PCA)
method effectively detects ISC faults by monitoring T2 and SPE statistics. Nevertheless, the
PCA method is susceptible to false alarms, particularly when detecting high-intensity ISC
faults, where its T2 statistics exhibit deficiencies. In summary, the methodology expounded
in this paper proves accurate and efficient in early ISC fault localization and detection.
Moreover, it surpasses the CC, RE, and PCA methods in terms of sensitivity and accuracy,
thereby establishing its superiority in ISC fault detection.

4.4. Discussion of Different Detection Methods

To further demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method, we discuss and
analyze its detection results with those of classical methods such as CC, RE, and PCA.
Compared with the classical methods, the proposed method of battery ISC fault diagnosis
based on the variance difference in battery voltage has the following advantages: (1) it fully
takes into account the internal physical properties and dynamic changes of the battery and
can provide more intuitive and interpretable results; (2) it works flexibly for batteries with
different specifications and working conditions and has wider applicability and robustness;
and (3) it has a low computational complexity, which improves the detection efficiency
and practicability. In summary, the proposed method exhibits obvious advantages in
applicability and computational efficiency and provides a more reliable and practical
solution for battery ISC fault diagnosis.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a data-driven method for the early-stage ISC fault location and
detection of shipping lithium batteries. At first, based on the synchronization of voltages
during normal operation of lithium battery packs, the curvilinear Manhattan distance
between batteries is proposed to locate the faulty batteries. Afterwards, the local voltage
variance difference values between neighboring batteries are analyzed to further detect
ISC faults. The simulation results obtained on the devised battery test platform affirm that,
for ISC faults of 5 Ω, 10 Ω, and 15 Ω, the curvilinear Manhattan distance and cell variance
analysis methods exhibit notable efficacy in accurately localizing and detecting early-stage
ISC faults in batteries, boasting high sensitivity and reliable monitoring performance.

Presently, although the proposed method can effectively and accurately detect early-
stage ISC faults in batteries, it has some potential limitations. On the one hand, our study
mainly focuses on FDD for early-stage ISC faults of batteries and fails to explore more kinds
of battery faults, such as external short-circuit faults, sensor faults, connection anomalies,
and other battery-related anomalies. On the other hand, for the collected battery data,
we currently only focus on the voltage data information, without exploiting the effect of
temperature, capacity, and internal resistance on the battery behavior. Therefore, we will
cover more types of battery failures in our future research while enriching the scope of
battery data collection.
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